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A permanence theorem for a mathematical model for dynamics of
pathogens and cells in vivo using elementary methods

Tsuyoshi Kajiwara* Toru Sasaki**

(Received December 20. 2004)

An elementary proof of permanence for a simple mathematical model proposed by Nowak
and Bangham. In many papers, permanence property is proved by theorems established by the
general theory of dynamical system. In this paper, we present an elementary proof only using
differential inequalities and the theory of linear differential equations with constant coefficients.
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1 Introduction

Infectious diseases have been studied using ordi

nary differential equation models. For studying the

state of diseases, it is important to know whether

the disease dies out or persists. For many mod

els, if the basic reproductive rate R.o is less than 1,

the boundary equilibrium is globally asymptotically

stable. On the other hand if Ro is greater than 1,

the boundary equilibrium becomes unstable and the

interior equilibrium becomes asymptotically stable.

But in general, the global property of the interior

equilibrium is very difficult to study.

A system is called permanent if all variables are

greater than some positive value which is indepen

dent of the initial values after sufficiently long time.

For permanence of ordinary differential equation,

many researches have done ([1]' [4]). The exposi

tory paper [3] reviews the contents of these papers.

For a very simple model presented by Nowak

Bangham [2], it is possible to prove permanence if

Ro > 1 using theorems in [1],[4]. But the model is

very simple and such theorems are not simple, and

are proved using deep techniques of dynamical sys

tem, it is desirable to prove the permanence of this
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model not using these theorems. In this note, we

present an elementary proof of the permanence of

Nowak-Bangham model only using differential in

equalities and the theory of linear ordinary differ

ential equations with constant coefficients. In this

note, we do not use general methods of dynamical

system theory, and treat each variable separately.

The authors think that the method in this note

gives a help to understand permanence of ordinary

differential equations.

2 Simple pathogen model

We consider the following system of ordinary dif

ferential equation describing interaction between

pathogens and cells in vivo [2].

dx
>. - dx - {3xp (1)

dt
dy

{3xp - ay (2)
dt
dp

by - cpo (3)
dt

The variable x denotes the density of uninfected

cells, y denotes that of infected cells, and p denotes

that of pathogens. Uninfected cells are produced at

the constant rate>. and die at rate d. Uninfected

cells are infected by pathogens at rate {3p. Infected

cells die at rate a. At lysis, b/a pathogens per an

infected cell are released.

This equation has two equilibria. One is the
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boundary equilibrium Xl = (x, 0, 0) and and other

is the interior equilibrium (x*,y*,p*), where x =
A/d. Let Ro = (13Ab)/(dac). Then Ro is a ba

sic reproduction rate. If Ro < 1 then Xl is glob

ally asymptotically stable, and the disease dies out.

This is shown using Lyapunov function and La Sard

invariance principle. If Ro > 1 then X I becomes

unstable and X 2 is locally asymptotically stable.

But the global asymptotical stability of X 2 is not

known yet.

For the proof of main theorem, we need the first

two lemmas.

Since A/(d + 213M) < A/(d + 13M), there exists a

T2 such that x(t) 2: A/(d + 213M) for t 2: T2. Of

course, we can assume T2 > T I •

If the permanence property holds for p, then it

holds also for y.

Lemma 2.4 We assume that there exists a pos
itive constant T3 which is greater than T2 such

that p(t) 2: Po > 0 for t 2: T3· We put T4 =

T3+ (log2)/a. Then y(t) 2: (poxo)/(2a) for t 2: T4·

Proof For t 2: T4 we have

a
Poxo(l - e-a(T4 -T3)) poxo
::.....:...---'--'---------'- = -- > O.

a 2a
>

e-aty(T3) + e-at (t eaSp(s)x(s) ds
JT3

> e-aty(T3) + e-at t easpoxo ds
JT3

Poxo(l - e-a(t- T3))
>

y(t) =

Lemma 2.2 There exists a positive constant M
such that for every initial value (x(O), y(O),p(O))
there exists a positive constant T I such that x(t) ~
M, y(t) ~ M and p(t) ~ M hold for t 2: T I .

Lemma 2.1 If x(O) 2: 0, then x(t) > 0 for every
t > O. If y(O) 2: 0, p(O) 2: 0 and moreover if one
of them is positive, y(t) > 0 and p(t) > 0 for every

t > O.

Proof From the equations (1), (2) and (3), we have

Then we come to the conclusion.

We call the permanence property holds for a vari

able if there exists a positive constant T such that

the variable is greater than some positive constant

which is independent of the initial values for t 2: T.

The permanence property for x holds for every

parameter value.

Lemma 2.3 We put Xo = A/(d + 213M). There
exists a positive constant T2 which is greater that
T I such that we have x(t) 2: Xo for every t 2: T2.

From now, we assume that Ro > 1. Then we can

take £ such that 0 < £ < x and ac - 13£b < O. We

take c > 0 such that we have £ < A/(13c + d), and

fix it.

Lemma 2.5 Let 0 and M be constants such that

o < 0 < c and M > O. We put D = {(UI' U2)!0 ~

UI ~ M, 0 ~ U2 ~ c}. We consider the following
system of linear differential equations with constant
coefficients:

dUI

dt
dU2
dt

with the initial condition (u I (0), U2 (0)) ED. Then
there exists a constant T* > 0 which is independent
of the initial values such that U2(t) 2: c for every
t 2: T*.

Proof By Lemma 2.2, for t 2: T I we have

dx
dt

A - dx - 13xp

> A - (d + 13M)x

Proof Let

A = [-a 13£].
b -c

The characteristic equation of A has two solutions

Al < 0 and A2 > O. We note Al < -a, -c. Let
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Pl = [ Pl1 ] and P2 = [ P12 ] be the eigenvectors
P2l P22

associated with eigenvalues Al and A2 respectively.

Then we can assume that Pl1 < 0, PZl > 0, P12 > 0

and P22 > O. We put P = [Pl P2] and express
p-l as

p-l = [ql1 q12].
q2l q22

Then we have ql1 < 0, q12 > 0, q2l > 0 and

q22 > o. If we put [~~] = p-l [ ~~~~~ ],

we have [ ~~~g] = p [ ~~:~:: ]. Since Cl =
ql1Ul (0) + q12U2(0) and C2 = q2lUl (0) + q22U2(0),

we have C2 ~ q228 and 0 ::; ICll ::; Iql1lM + Q2lC.
Then we have

U2(t) = C1P2leA1t + C2P22eA2t

~ P22q228eA2t - (!Ql1!M + q12c)p2leAlt.

We take T* > 0 such that (lql1lM +
A T* A T*q12c)P2le I ::; 1 and P22Q228e 2 ~ 10 + 1. Then

we have U2(t) ~ 10 for t ~ T*. The choice of T* is

independent of the initial values.

When p(t) is small, the solution approaches the

boundary flow. Even though Ro > 1, (x, 0, 0)

is globally asymptotically stable in {(x, y, p) Ix ~

0, y = 0, P = O}.

Lemma 2.6 We assume that p(t*) ::; c. Then

there exists a constant T5 > 0 such that x(t* +T5 ) ~

x if p(t) < 10 for t* ::; t ::; t* + T5 • Moreover If

p(t) < 10 for t* + T5 ::; t ::; t** + T5 + T**, where T**
is an arbitrary positive number, we have x(t) ~ x
for t* + T5 ::; t ::; t* + T5 + T**.

Proof We consider the differential equation

du
dt = A - (d + ,6c)u

with initial condition u(O) = Xo. Then u(t) is

monotonously increasing for t > 0 and there exists

a unique T5 such that u(T5 ) = x. For the original

equation, if p(t) < 10 for t* ::; t ::; t* + T5 , by the

comparison theorem, x(t) ~ x.
The proof of the second statement is similar.

Lemma 2.7 Let p(t*) = 10, and T be a positive
number. Then p(t) ~ ce- cT for t* ::; t ::; t* + T.

Proof This follows from the differential inequality
dp
dt ~ -cp.

Using these lemmas, we can prove the perma

nence of the original system.

Theorem 2.8 The system (3) is permanent: For

the system (3), there exists a positive E such that

liminfx(t) 2: E, liminfy(t) ~ E, liminfp(t) ~ E.
t--+oo t~oo t-+oo

Proof If there exists a t* 2: 0 such that p(t) ~ 10

for every t ~ t*, by Lemma 2.4 the system (3) is

permanent.

If p(t**) ::; 10 and p(t) < 10 for every t ~ t**, by

Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 a contradiction occurs.

Suppose that there exist sand r such that s < r

and p(s) = E, p(r) = 10 and p(t) < 10 for s < t < r.

Let T5 be as in Lemma 2.6. We assume that r ::;

s + T5 . By Lemma 2.7, p(t) ~ ce-CT5 for s ::; t ::; r.

We assume that s + T5 < r. For s + T5 ::; t ::; r,

we have x(t) ~ x, and p(s + T5 ) ~ ce-CT5 • We take

8 = ce-CT5 in Lemma 2.5. By Lemma 2.5 and the

comparison theorem, we have r ::; s + T5 + T*. By
Lemma 2.7, we have p(t) ~ Ee- c(T5+T*) for s ::; t ::;

r.

We can conclude that lim infhoo p(t) >
Ee- c(T5 +T*) in any case. We get conclusion by

Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.4.

Remark 2.1 We note that the lower bound E can
be calculated explicitly from the coefficients.
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